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COMPLEXITY OF THE IDENTITY CHECKING PROBLEM FOR FINITE SEMIGROUPSJ. Almeida,∗ M. V. Volkov,† and S. V. Goldberg‡ UDC 512.552
We prove that the identity checking problem in a finite semigroup S is co-NP-complete whenever S has a nonsolvable
subgroup or S is the semigroup of all transformations on a 3-element set. Bibliography: 31 titles.

1. Motivation and main resultsMany basi algorithmi questions in algebra whose deidability is well known and/or obvious give rise tofasinating and sometimes very hard problems if one looks for the omputational omplexity of the orrespondingalgorithms.1 As an example, we mention the following question Var-Memb: given two �nite algebras A and Bof the same similarity type, does the algebra A satisfy all identities of the algebra B? (The notation Var-Membomes from \variety membership," sine in the language of variety theory the question is about the membershipof the algebra A to the variety generated by the algebra B.) Clearly, the problem Var-Memb is of importanefor universal algebra, in whih the equational lassi�ation of algebras is known to play a entral role. At thesame time, the problem is of interest for omputer siene: see, for instane, [3, Se. 1℄ for a disussion of itsrelationships to formal spei�ation theory. The fat that the problem Var-Memb is deidable easily followsfrom Tarski's HSP-theorem and was already mentioned in Kaliki's paper [12℄ more than 50 years ago. However,an investigation of the omputational omplexity of this problem was started only reently and brought ratherunexpeted results. First, Bergman and Slutzki [3℄ gave an upper bound by showing that the problem Var-Memb belongs to the lass 2-EXPTIME (the lass of problems solvable in double exponential time). For sometime it appeared that this bound was very rough, but then Szekely [30℄ showed that the problem is NP-hard, andKozik [17, 18℄ proved that it is even EXPSPACE-hard. Finally, Kozik [19℄ showed that the problem Var-Memb is2-EXPTIME-omplete, thus on�rming that the bound by Bergman and Slutzki is in fat tight.The question that we deal with in the present paper is in a ertain sense even more fundamental than Var-Memb. Indeed, when asking Var-Memb, one asks whether the algebra A satis�es eah of the (in�nitely many)identities holding in the algebra B, while here we onentrate on a single at of satisfation by asking, for any�xed �nite algebra A, whether it satis�es a single given identity. We will refer to this question as the identityheking problem in the algebra A and denote it by Chek-Id (A). More formally, Chek-Id (A) is a ombinatorialdeision problem whose instane is an arbitrary pair (p; q) of terms in the type of the algebra A. The answerto the instane (p; q) of Chek-Id(A) is \YES" or \NO" depending on whether or not the identity p ≏ q holdsin A. Clearly, the question is deidable: if the terms p and q together depend on m variables, one an simplysubstitute for the variables all possible m-tuples of elements in the algebra A and then hek whether or notall substitutions assign equal values to the terms p and q. We observe, however, that the number of m-tuplessubjet to the evaluation is |A|m, whene the time onsumed by suh a straightforward algorithm in the worstase depends exponentially on the size of the input data. On the other hand, it is obvious that for any �nitealgebra A the problem Chek-Id(A) belongs to the omplexity lass o-NP: if for some pair (p; q) of terms, theidentity p ≏ q fails in the algebra A, then a nondeterministi polynomial algorithm an guess an m-tuple ofelements in A witnessing the failure and then on�rm the guess by omputing the values of the terms p and qat this m-tuple.Sapir suggested to investigate the omputational omplexity of the problem Chek-Id(A) (as well as Var-Memb), see Problems 2.4 and 2.5 in the well-known survey [14℄. As observed in [14, p. 402℄, if A is the 2-elementBoolean algebra, then the problem Chek-Id(A) is equivalent to the \negation" of the lassial satis�abilityproblem. Sine the latter is known to be NP-omplete (f. [7, 21℄), this implies that heking identities in the2-element Boolean algebra is o-NP-omplete. What an be said about the omplexity of Chek-Id(A) providedthe underlying �nite algebra A has less expressive power in omparison with Boolean algebras, in partiular,if A is a semigroup, a group, a ring? This question was also expliitly mentioned in [14℄. So far a omplete
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answer has been obtained for assoiative rings: Hunt and Stearns [10℄ have shown that the problem Chek-Id(R)is deidable in polynomial time whenever the ring R is nilpotent, while Burris and Lawrene [4℄ have provedthat the problem is o-NP-omplete if R is not nilpotent. Groups with feasible identity heking are still notompletely desribed, but reently onsiderable advanes have been made towards suh a desription. Namely,Burris and Lawrene [5℄ have proved that the problem Chek-Id(G) is deidable in polynomial time wheneverthe group G is nilpotent or dihedral; the latter result has been obtained also by Horv�ath and Szab�o [9℄, who havealso established the polynomial deidability of identity heking for some other types of metabelian groups. Onthe other hand, Horv�ath, Lawrene, Merai, and Szab�o [8℄ have disovered that for every nonsolvable �nite group
G the problem Chek-Id(G) is o-NP-omplete. For �nite semigroups beyond the lass of groups, only isolatedexamples in whih identity heking is o-NP-omplete have been found so far, f. [11, 15, 16, 23{25, 27, 28℄. Wenote that examples exhibited in [16, 24℄ demonstrate, in partiular, that the lass of semigroups with polynomialidentity heking is not losed with respet to taking subsemigroups.In Se. 2, we establish the following redution.Theorem 1. Let S be a �nite semigroup and G be the diret produt of all its maximal subgroups. There existsa polynomial redution of the problem Chek-Id(G) to the problem Chek-Id(S).This theorem and the aforementioned result from [8℄ about nonsolvable groups immediately imply the followingorollary.Corollary 1. If a �nite semigroup ontains a nonsolvable subgroup, then identity heking in the semigroup iso-NP-omplete.The onverse of Corollary 1 is not true, as there exist even semigroups with o-NP-omplete identity hekingand only trivial subgroups [11, 16, 24℄. However, ombining Corollary 1 with some known results, one anompletely lassify some important series of semigroups with respet to the omplexity of identity heking. Forinstane, the following orollary gives an exhaustive answer for the semigroup of matries over a �nite �eld.Corollary 2. Identity heking in the semigroup of all n× n-matries over a �nite �eld is o-NP-omplete forn > 1 and is deidable in polynomial time for n = 1.The same result was independently obtained by Sz�abo and V�ertesi [29℄, who used a di�erent tehnique. Theirproof relies on arithmeti properties of orders of �nite matrix groups and involves, in partiular, Zsigmondy'slassial theorem about primitive divisors of the sequene of di�erenes of powers of positive integers with thesame exponents. Our approah only uses the fat that \suÆiently large" semigroups of matries over a �nite�eld ontain nonsolvable subgroups.Yet another lassial series of �nite semigroups onsists of the semigroups of all transformations on an n-element set, n = 1; 2; : : : . In Se. 3, we study the omplexity of identity heking for these semigroups. Forn ≥ 5 one an also use Corollary 1, but the ase n ≤ 4 requires a di�erent approah. We have sueeded inanalyzing the ase n = 3, whih allows us to obtain the following \almost omplete" result.Theorem 2. Identity heking in the semigroup of all transformations on an n-element set is o-NP-ompletefor n = 3 and n ≥ 5 and is deidable in polynomial time for n = 1; 2.The question about the omplexity of identity heking in the semigroup of all transformations on a set with4 elements still remains open. We notie that the redution from Theorem 1 may be appliable to this ase aswell. Indeed, even though the group of all permutations of a 4-element set is solvable, it does not fall into anyknown lass of groups with polynomial identity heking.Theorem 1 is a joint result of the authors, while Theorem 2 has been obtained by the third author. Some ofthe results of the present paper were announed in [1℄.

2. Proof of Theorem 1Theorem 1 arose as one of the appliations of the theory of group-generi sets in the free pro�nite semigroupdeveloped in [2℄. In order to make the present paper understandable without aquaintane with [2℄, here we givea \�nitized" version of the proof, in whih all pro�nite objets are replaed by suitable �nite approximations.The reader who knows the de�nition and some basi properties of free pro�nite semigroups an easily \pass tothe limit" and reover the natural generality of the onstrutions presented below.We introdue some notions of semigroup theory that are neessary for the sequel and reall two elementaryfats whose proofs an be found, for instane, in [22, Chap. 3℄ (see Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.7 there). As
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usual, let S1 be the smallest semigroup with the identity element ontaining a given semigroup S (that is, S1 = Sif S has an identity element, and otherwise S1 = S ∪ {1} where the new symbol 1 behaves as a multipliativeidentity element). On every semigroup S one an de�ne three natural preorders ≤L, ≤R, and ≤J that are therelations of left, right, and bilateral divisibility, respetively:a ≤L b⇔ a = sb for some s ∈ S1;a ≤R b⇔ a = bs for some s ∈ S1;a ≤J b⇔ a = sbt for some s; t ∈ S1:We denote by L, R, and J the equivalene relations orresponding to the preorders ≤L, ≤R, and ≤J (that is,aL b if and only if a ≤L b ≤L a, et.). In addition, let H = L ∩R.Proposition 2.1. Let S be a �nite semigroup, s; t ∈ S.1. If s ≤L t and s J t, then sL t.2. If s ≤J s2, then the H-lass of the element s is a maximal subgroup of the semigroup S.Let � = {x1; : : : ; xm} be a �nite alphabet and �+ be the free semigroup over �, that is, the set of wordsomposed from the letters x1; : : : ; xm using onatenation. We say that a word u ∈ �+ is
• a fator of a word v ∈ �+ if u ≥J v;
• a suÆx of a word v ∈ �+ if u ≥L v;
• a pre�x of a word v ∈ �+ if u ≥R v.If every letter x1; : : : ; xm ∈ � appears as a fator in a word w ∈ �+, we say that the word w has full ontent.Every endomorphism ' of the semigroup �+ is uniquely determined by m words wi = xi', i = 1; : : : ;m,whih we refer to as the omponents of the endomorphism. It is onvenient to identify the endomorphism ' withthe vetor [w1; : : : ; wm℄ of its omponents. Aording to this onvention, an expression of the form [w1; : : : ; wm℄kdenotes the kth power (iteration) of the endomorphism [w1; : : : ; wm℄.Lemma 2.2. Assume that words w1; : : : ; wm over � = {x1; : : : ; xm} satisfy the following onditions:(a) eah of the words w1; : : : ; wm has full ontent;(b) eah of the words w1; : : : ; wm starts and ends with the letter x1;() the word x21 appears as a fator in the word w1.Let S be an arbitrary �nite semigroup and ` be the maximum length of a ≤J-hain without J-equivalent elementsin S. Then for every homomorphism �+ → S there is a subgroup H in S suh that the images of all omponentsof the endomorphism [w1; : : : ; wm℄2` under this homomorphism belong to H.Proof. We �x a homomorphism �+ → S and denote the image of a word w ∈ �+ under this homomorphism byw. For eah k = 1; 2; : : : , let [w1; : : : ; wm℄k = [w1;k; : : : ; wm;k℄;thus the word wi;k is the ith omponent of the kth iteration of the endomorphism ' = [w1; : : : ; wm℄. We notiethat wi;k+1 = xi'k+1 = (xi')'k = wi(x1; : : : ; xm)'k = wi(x1'k; : : : ; xm'k) = wi(w1;k; : : : ; wm;k): (1)In view of the ondition (a), the equalities (1) imply that the word wi;k is a fator of the word wj;k+1 for allk = 1; 2; : : : and for all i; j = 1; : : : ;m. Sine the divisibility relations are preserved under homomorphisms, thefollowing inequalities hold in the semigroup S:w1;1 ≥J w1;2 ≥J · · · ≥J w1;2`+1:Due to the hoie of the number `, we dedue (using the pigeonhole priniple) that this sequene ontains3 adjaent J-equivalent elements. Let k < 2` be suh that w1;k Jw1;k+1 Jw1;k+2. By the ondition () andequalities (1), the word w21;k appears as a fator in the word w1;k+1. Hene in the semigroup S we havew21;k ≥J w1;k+1 Jw1;k. Using Proposition 2.1.2, we onlude that the H-lass H of the element w1;k is a maximalsubgroup of the semigroup S. Furthermore, in view of the ondition (b) and the equalities (1), the word w1;kappears as a pre�x as well as a suÆx of eah of the wordswi;k+1, whih in turn appear as fators in the wordw1;k+2by (a). Hene all elements wi;k+1 lie in the same J-lass of the semigroup S. Moreover, by Proposition 2.1.1
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and its dual, all these elements belong to the same L-lass and the same R-lass as the element w1;k. Thus allelements wi;k+1 lie in the subgroup H, whene the subgroup ontains all elements wi;n for all n > k. We seethat the subgroup H indeed ontains the images of all words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2` under the homomorphism that weonsider. �The free semigroup �+ an be regarded as a subsemigroup in the free group FG(�) over �.Lemma 2.3. Assume that words w1; : : : ; wm ∈ �+ generate the free group FG(�). Then for every �nite group
H and any m elements h1; : : : ; hm ∈ H there exists a homomorphism � : �+ → H suh that wi� = hi forall i = 1; : : : ;m.Proof. Sine the words w1; : : : ; wm generate FG(�), the extension  of the endomorphism [w1; : : : ; wm℄ to FG(�)is surjetive. It is well known (f. [20, Proposition I.3.5℄) that every surjetive endomorphism of a �nitelygenerated free group is an automorphism. Let gi = xi −1, i = 1; : : : ;m. Thenwi(g1; : : : ; gm) = wi(x1 −1; : : : ; xm −1) = wi(x1; : : : ; xm) −1 = xi  −1 = xi (2)for all i = 1; : : : ;m. Sine the equalities (2) hold in the free m-generated group, they remain valid underany interpretation of the letters x1; : : : ; xm by arbitrary m elements of an arbitrary group. Now we de�ne ahomomorphism � : �+ → H letting xi� = gi(h1; : : : ; hm); i = 1; : : : ;m:Then, in view of (2), we havewi(x1; : : : ; xm)� = wi(x1�; : : : ; xm�) = wi(g1(h1; : : : ; hm); : : : ; gm(h1; : : : ; hm)) = hifor all i = 1; : : : ;m. �For eah positive integer m we onsider the following olletion of m words:w1 = x21x2 · · ·xmx1;w2 = x1x22 · · ·xmx1;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : (3)wm−1 = x1x2 · · ·x2m−1xmx1;wm = x1x2 · · ·xmx1:Clearly, the words (3) satisfy the onditions (a){() of Lemma 2.2. It is easy to hek that they also satisfy theondition of Lemma 2.3. Indeed, the following equalities hold in the free group FG(�):x1 = w1w−1m ;x2 = x−11 w2w−1m x1;x3 = (x1x2)−1w3w−1m x1x2;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :xm−1 = (x1x2 · · ·xm−2)−1wm−1w−1m x1x2 · · ·xm−2;xm = (x1x2 · · ·xm−1)−1wmx−11 ;and this proves that the words (3) generate FG(�). We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.Proof of Theorem 1. Let S be a �nite semigroup and G be the diret produt of all its maximal subgroups.We aim to onstrut a polynomial-time redution from the problem Chek-Id(G) to the problem Chek-Id(S).Consider an arbitrary instane of Chek-Id(G), i.e., an arbitrary pair of words u; v ∈ �+ where � = {x1; : : : ; xm}is an appropriate alphabet. We take the olletion (3) orresponding to m and, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2,let [w1; : : : ; wm℄k = [w1;k; : : : ; wm;k℄
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for every k = 1; 2; : : : . Denote by ` the maximum length of a ≤J-hain without J-equivalent elements in S. Wewant to show that the identity u(x1; : : : ; xm) ≏ v(x1; : : : ; xm) (4)holds in the group G if and only if the identityu(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`) ≏ v(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`) (5)holds in the semigroup S.First suppose that the identity (4) holds in G. Consider an arbitrary homomorphism � : �+ → S. As wasnotied above, the words (3) satisfy the onditions of Lemma 2.2, whene the images of the words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`under the homomorphism lie in a subgroup H of the semigroup S. Sine H is a subgroup of G, the identity (4)holds in H, and hene substituting the images of the words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2` for x1; : : : ; xm yields the equalityu(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) = v(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�)in H. However, u(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) = u(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`)�;v(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) = v(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`)�;this means that the expressions u(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) and v(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) an be thought of as the imagesof the words u(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`) and v(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`), respetively, under the homomorphism �. Sine theseimages oinide under an arbitrary homomorphism � : �+ → S, the identity (5) holds in the semigroup S.Now suppose that the identity (5) holds in the semigroup S. We want to show that the identity (4) holdsin an arbitrary subgroup H of S. Sine the words (3) generate the free group FG(�), the extension  of theendomorphism [w1; : : : ; wm℄ to FG(�) is surjetive. Then any power of  , in partiular,  2`, is surjetive.Hene the omponents of the endomorphism [w1; : : : ; wm℄2`, i.e., the words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`, also generate thefree group FG(�). Therefore Lemma 2.3 applies to the words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`, and for every m-tuple of elementsh1; : : : ; hm ∈ H there exists a homomorphism � : �+ → H suh that wi;2`� = hi for all i = 1; : : : ;m. Sine theidentity (5) holds in the semigroup S, it holds also in the subgroup H. Hene we have the equalitiesu(h1; : : : ; hm) = u(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) = v(w1;2`�; : : : ; wm;2`�) = v(h1; : : : ; hm);whih show that the words u(x1; : : : ; xm) and v(x1; : : : ; xm) have the same value under any interpretation oftheir letters by elements of H. This means that the identity (4) holds in H. Identities are inherited by diretproduts, whene (4) holds in G as well.Now we observe that the length of eah of the words (3) does not exeed m + 2 and, therefore, the lengthof eah of the words w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2` does not exeed (m + 2)2`. Here the parameter ` is determined by thesemigroup S only and does not depend on the size of the instane (u; v) (i.e., the sum of the lengths of thewords u and v), and the parameter m does not exeed this size. Sine the length of the word u(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`)(respetively, v(w1;2`; : : : ; wm;2`)) does not exeed the produt of the maximum length of the words wi;2` and thelength of the word u (respetively, v), we see that heking the identity (4) in the group G redues to hekingthat the semigroup S satis�es an identity whose size is bounded by a polynomial of the size of (4). Theorem 1is thus proved. �As was mentioned in Se. 1, Corollary 1 is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 1 ombined with the resultof [8℄ that identity heking in every �nite nonsolvable group is o-NP-omplete.Proof of Corollary 2. By the lassial Jordan{Dikson theorem (see, e.g., [13, Se. 4.2℄), the group of all invertiblen × n-matries over a �nite �eld K is nonsolvable with two exeptions: n = 2, |K| = 2 and n = 2, |K| = 3.By Corollary 1, we onlude that identity heking in the semigroup of all n × n-matries over K is o-NP-omplete whenever n ≥ 3 or |K| ≥ 4. The two aforementioned exeptional ases were analyzed in [27℄ and [28℄,respetively. �
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3. Proof of Theorem 2We denote by Tn the semigroup of all transformations on an n-element set. We apply transformations on theright, whene the produt �� of two transformations �; � ∈ Tn is the result of applying �rst � and then �. Wenotie that this onvention does not a�et the omplexity of identity heking { the semigroup ←−T n of all \left"transformations on an n-element set is anti-isomorphi to Tn and satis�es an identity if and only if Tn satis�esthe mirror image of the identity.Already Galois knew that for n ≥ 5 the group Sn of all permutations on an n-element set is nonsolvable,and, therefore, as was mentioned in Se. 1, for n ≥ 5 Theorem 2 immediately follows from Corollary 1. Thesemigroup T1 ontains only one element, whene identity heking in T1 is trivial: every identity holds in T1.The semigroup T2 has 4 elements, and one an apply Kl��ma's result [16, Proposition 4℄, whih laims thatthe problem Chek-Id(S) is deidable in polynomial time for every monoid S with at most 5 elements. Forthe reader's onveniene, taking into aount that the paper [16℄ still remains unpublished, here we desribe apolynomial algorithm for heking identities in T2 that depends on neither Kl��ma's general result nor the resultsfrom Tesson's thesis [31℄ whih Kl��ma used.Let � be an alphabet. The multipliity of a letter x ∈ � in a word w ∈ �+ is the number of di�erentourrenes of x as a fator of w, i.e., the number of di�erent fatorizations of the form w = uxv, where u and vare (possibly empty) words. We denote by su�x(w) the maximum suÆx of the word w ontaining no ourreneof the letter x. Observe that su�x(w) = w whenever x does not our in w.Proposition 3.1. An identity u ≏ v holds in the semigroup T2 if and only if for any two letters x and y, themultipliities of y in the words su�x(u) and su�x(v) have the same parity and are simultaneously equal to 0 ordi�erent from 0.Proof. Neessity. We assume that transformations from T2 at on the set {1; 2} and denote by (12ij) the trans-formation sending 1 to i and 2 to j, where i; j ∈ {1; 2}. The identity permutation (1212) is denoted by ".First onsider the ase where the letter x does not our in the words u and v. Assume that the multipliitiesof the letter y in the words su�x(u) = u and su�x(v) = v have di�erent parities. Then under the substitutiony 7→ (1221), z 7→ " for all z 6= y, the value of the word with the odd multipliity of y is equal to (1221), while thevalue of the word with the even multipliity of y is ". Thus suh an identity u ≏ v fails in T2. Now suppose thatthe multipliity of the letter y in one of the words under onsideration, say u, is di�erent from 0, while the otherword ontains no ourrene of y. Then under the substitution y 7→ (1211), z 7→ " for all z 6= y, the value of theword u is equal to (1211), while the value of the word v is ". Thus in this ase the identity u ≏ v fails in T2 as well.Now assume that x ours in one of the words u or v. As shown in the previous paragraph, x appears also inthe other word. Assume that the multipliities of the letter y in the words su�x(u) and su�x(v) have di�erentparities. Consider the substitution x 7→ (1211), y 7→ (1221), z 7→ " for all z 6= x; y. It is easy to see that under thissubstitution the value of the word with the odd multipliity of y in the maximum suÆx ontaining no ourreneof x is equal to (1222), while the value of the other word is equal to (1211). Again, we see that the identity u ≏ vfails in T2. Finally, suppose that the letter y ours in only one of the words su�x(u) or su�x(v), say, in the �rstone. Consider the substitution x 7→ (1211), y 7→ (1222), z 7→ " for all z 6= x; y. The value of the word u under thissubstitution is equal to (1222), while the value of the word v is (1211). Hene in this ase the identity u ≏ v also failsin T2.SuÆieny. Let � be the set of all letters that our in either u or v. Consider an arbitrary homomorphism� : �+ → T2. If the image of � is ontained in the group S2, then the ondition that the multipliities of everyletter in the words u and v have the same parity ensures the equality u� = v�. Otherwise, let x be the \rightmost"letter in u suh that x� =∈ S2, that is, y� ∈ S2 for any letter y that ours in su�x(u). Then the equality u� = v�follows from the ondition that su�x(u) and su�x(v) ontain the same letters and with multipliities of the sameparity. �It is lear that the ondition of Proposition 3.1 an be veri�ed in time polynomial (in fat, even linear) in thesum of the lengths of the words u and v. We notie that the neessity of the ondition was essentially shown byEdmunds [6, Lemma 4.5℄. (The monoidM31 onsidered by Edmunds in this lemma is nothing but the semigroup
←−
T2 with 0 adjoined; this monoid and←−T2 satisfy the same identities.) An earlier haraterization of the identitiesof the semigroup ←−T2 found by Simel'gor [26℄ uses a reursion over the subsets of the alphabet and, therefore,does not immediately lead to a polynomial algorithm for the problem Chek-Id(←−T2).
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The rest of the setion deals with the ase n = 3. We notie that for the semigroup T3 we annot use theredution of Theorem 1, beause all subgroups in T3 are isomorphially embedded into S3 and the latter subgroupis dihedral, so that the problem Chek-Id(S3) is deidable in polynomial time [5℄. Nevertheless, we prove thatthe problem Chek-Id(T3) is o-NP-omplete; the proof relies on the tehniques suggested in [27℄.We denote by T3(m) the set of all transformations from T3 whose images onsist of m elements. This de�nesa partition of the semigroup T3 into the sets T3(3) = S3, T3(2), and T3(1). We assume that all transformationsunder onsideration at on the set {1; 2; 3}, and assign to eah transformation ' ∈ T3(2) its kernel ker', i.e.,the partition of the set {1; 2; 3} into 2 lasses suh that i; j ∈ {1; 2; 3} belong to the same lass if and only ifi' = j', and its image Im', i.e., the 2-element subset {1'; 2'; 3'} of the set {1; 2; 3}. If � is a partition of theset {1; 2; 3} into 2 lasses and A is a 2-element subset of {1; 2; 3}, we write A ∈ � whenever A oinides with oneof the �-lasses. The following fat is quite obvious.Lemma 3.2. If ';  ∈ T3(2), then ' ∈ T3(1) if and only if Im' ∈ ker .We note that permutations � ∈ S3 at in a natural way on the set of all 2-element subsets of {1; 2; 3}, as wellas on the set of all partitions of {1; 2; 3} into two lasses. The following observation is obvious.Lemma 3.3. If ' ∈ T3(2), � ∈ S3, then �'; '� ∈ T3(2) and we have
• ker(�') = (ker') �−1, Im (�') = Im';
• ker('�) = ker', Im ('�) = (Im') �.Using a straightforward indution, from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we dedue the following result.Lemma 3.4. Let '1; : : : ; 'n ∈ T3(2), �1; : : : ; �n+1 ∈ S3. The produt  = �1'1�2'2 · · ·�n'n�n+1 belongsto T3(1) if and only if there is an index k ∈ {1; : : : ; n − 1} suh that (Im'k)�k+1 ∈ ker'k+1. Moreover, if ∈ T3(2), then ker = (ker'1)�−11 , Im = (Im'n)�n+1.The next orollary of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 will also be useful in the sequel.Lemma 3.5. For every yli permutation � ∈ {(123); (132)} and every transformation ' ∈ T3(2), the produt'�'�2'2 belongs to T3(1).Proof. Sine Im', Im ('�), and Im ('�2) are di�erent 2-element sets, one of them should onstitute a lass ofthe partition ker'. �We state also the following elementary observation.Lemma 3.6. Every transformation ' ∈ T3(2) veri�es the equality '2 = '4, and if '2 ∈ T3(2), then even theequality ' = '3 holds true.Proof. First assume that '2 ∈ T3(2). Then Im' = Im ('2), i.e., ' ats on the 2-element set Im' as a permuta-tion. Thus '2 ats on Im' as the identity permutation, whene ' = '3.If '2 ∈ T3(1), then '2 = '4, beause every onstant transformation is idempotent. �Proposition 3.7. The problem Chek-Id(T3) is o-NP-omplete.Proof. Consider the problem 6-COLORING, whose instanes are arbitrary simple graphs � (that is, graphswithout loops and multiple edges). The answer to an instane � is \YES" if and only if the verties of thegraph � an be olored with 6 olors so that any two adjaent verties have di�erent olors. It is easy to seethat the problem 6-COLORING belongs to the omplexity lass NP and that the lassial NP-omplete problem3-COLORING polynomially redues to 6-COLORING via the well-known onstrution of graph omposition(see, e.g., [7, Se. 6.2℄). Therefore the problem 6-COLORING is also NP-omplete.Now let � = (V;E) be an arbitrary simple graph without isolated verties. Given �, we will onstrut anidentity p ≏ q whose size (that is, the sum of the lengths of the words p and q) is bounded by a polynomial ofthe number of verties in �, and will show that the graph � has a 6-oloring if and only if the identity p ≏ qfails in the semigroup T3. Sine adding or removing isolated verties to a graph does not a�et its hromatinumber, we will thus obtain a polynomial redution of the problem 6-COLORING to the negation of the problemChek-Id(T3). This will imply that the problem Chek-Id(T3) is o-NP-omplete.We onstrut the desired identity over the alphabet � = V ∪ E ∪ {x}, where x is a \new" letter that oursin neither V nor E. To eah edge ei ∈ E we assign the word wi = eivjv5ke5i vkv5j where the verties vj , vk ∈ V
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are the two endpoints of the edge ei. We order the edges and the pairs of di�erent edges of the graph � andonsider the produts P = ∏ei∈E(xw4i )6; Q = ∏ei∈E(xw6i )6; H = ∏ei;ej∈E(wiwjwiw2jw2i )6;in whih fators orresponding to edges or pairs of edges are listed in the hosen order. Let p = PP 2PxH ,q = PQ2PxH . Then p ≏ q is the desired identity.It is easy to alulate that the sum of the lengths of the words p and q is bounded by a quadrati polynomialin the number of edges of the graph �, and hene by a polynomial of fourth degree in the number of vertiesin �. It remains to verify that the identity p ≏ q fails in the semigroup T3 if and only if the graph � admits a6-oloring.First assume that the verties of � an be olored with 6 olors. Then there exists a mapping � : V → S3suh that vj� 6= vk� for any two adjaent verties vj ; vk ∈ V . Taking into aount that the group S3 satis�esthe identity x6 ≏ 1 and extending � to the set V + of all words over V , we an rewrite the previous inequalityas (vjv5k) � 6= ", where " stands for the identity permutation (123123). Sine the enter of the group S3 is trivial,there exists a permutation �jk ∈ S3 that does not ommute with the permutation (vjv5k) �. Now we extend themapping � to the set (V ∪E)+ by letting ei� = �jk where the indies j and k are determined by the ondition thatthe verties vj and vk are the endpoints of the edge ei. Thus (eivjv5k) � 6= (vjv5kej) �, whene, using the identityx6 ≏ 1 one again, we onlude that wi� = (eivjv5ke5i vkv5j ) � 6= ". It is lear that wi� is an even permutation,that is, wi� is one of the yles (123) or (132). In partiular, w4i � = wi�.Finally, we extend � to a homomorphism �+ → T3 by putting x� = ', where ' = (123233). We observe thatIm' = {2; 3} ∈ ker' = 1 | 23, but if � is either of the yles (123) or (132), then Im ('�) =∈ ker'. ThereforeLemma 3.4 implies that (PP 2Px)� ∈ T3(2). Sine H� = ", we onlude that p� ∈ T3(2). On the other hand, itis lear that (xw6i )6� = '2 = (123333) for eah i, whene q� ∈ T3(1). Thus p� 6= q�, and the identity p ≏ q fails inthe semigroup T3.Conversely, suppose that the identity p ≏ q fails in T3, that is, p� 6= q� under some homomorphism � : �+ →
T3. First we show that the image of the letter x under suh a homomorphism must be a transformation from
T3(2) whose square belongs to T3(1), while the image of eah word wi must be a nonidentity permutation from
S3. For this, we exlude all other a priori possible ases of how the elements x� and wi� an be loated withinthe semigroup T3.First of all, we observe that the words p and q share the suÆx PxH . If the image of PxH under thehomomorphism � belongs to T3(1), i.e., is a onstant transformation, then p� = (PxH)� = q�, a ontraditionwith the hoie of the identity p ≏ q and the homomorphism �. Hene, in partiular, we have x� =∈ T3(1) andwi� =∈ T3(1) for all i. Besides that, if x2� ∈ T3(1), then wi� 6= " for all i. Indeed, otherwise the image of thefator xw4i x that ours in the ommon suÆx PxH is a onstant transformation.Now assume that wi� ∈ T3(2) for some i. If there exists an index j suh that wj� ∈ S3\{"}, then, taking intoaount that the permutation wj� is even, we an apply Lemma 3.5 to the image of the fator wiwjwiw2jw2i of theword H . Again we see that the image of the ommon suÆx PxH is a onstant transformation, a ontradition.If wi� ∈ T3(2) ∪ {"} for all i, then Lemma 3.6 implies that w2i � = w4i � = w6i �, whene P� = Q� and p� = q�, aontradition.We have proved that wi� ∈ S3 for all i. Assume that x� ∈ S3. Then the identity x6 ≏ 1 holding in S3 andthe onstrution of the words P , Q, and H imply the equalities P� = Q� = H� = ". Therefore p� = q� = x�, aontradition. Now suppose that x2� ∈ T3(2). In this ase, H� = " and w6i � = ". We denote x� by ', P� by  .Lemma 3.6 yields the equalitiesq� = (PQ2PxH)� =  ('6 · · ·'6)2 ' =  '2 ': (6)Now we observe that the word P begins with the letter x, whene  = '� for some � and '2 = '3� = '� =  by Lemma 3.6. In view of this, (6) means that q� =  2'. On the other hand, we have p� = (PP 2Px)� =  4'.Clearly, the transformation  belongs to either T3(2) or T3(1). Therefore  2 =  4, beause in the former aseLemma 3.6 applies, while in the latter ase  is a onstant transformation, whene  =  2. Thus p� =  4' = 2' = q�, a ontradition.Summarizing, we see that the only possible on�guration is the following: x� ∈ T3(2), x2� ∈ T3(1), andwi� ∈ S3\{"} for eah i. Reall that wi = eivjv5ke5i vkv5j where the verties vj and vk ∈ V are the endpoints
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